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Given real m x n-mat&es X and Y, when does there exist a stochastic matrix 
S such that SX = Y? The existence of S is characterized by the validity of an 
inequality which must hold for all positively homogeneous, convex, piecewise 
linear functions (so-called ph cpl functions) or, equivalently, for all extremals in 
the cone of all such functions. Every ph cpl function induces canonically a fan, that 
is a stratification of R” by closed convex cones. We develop a cohomology theory 
for fans which characterizes these stratifications and also those which belong to 
extremals in the cone of all ph cpl functions. A centersymmetric version of the 
cohomology theory answers the same questions for the cone of piecewise linear 
seminorms. For n = 2, our theory implies a geometric interpretation of earlier 
work by Hardy, Littlewood, and Pblya, as well as by Ruth, Schranner, and 
Seligman, based on the fact that in case n = 2 a ph cpl function is extremal only if 
it is the supremum of at most three linear functions. In case n 2 3, the situation 
changes drastically: For every k, the supremum of k linear functions is almost 
always an extremal ph cpl function. As another application of our theory we 
discuss a counterexample to a conjecture by Kakutani, constructed by A. Horn, 
and show how our theory could have been used to build large classes of such 
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I. INTR~Du~I~N 
A famous result by Hardy, Littlewood, and Pdlya (cf. [HLP]) asserts that 
for any two probability distributions p and p’, defined on a finite set E, 
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there exists a bistochastic matrix S = (Cij)i,jEE, defined over E, with 
p’ = Sp; that is, pj = Cj E E~ijpj for every i E E, if and only if p dominates 
p’; that is, if and only if for every k E {1,2,. . . , IEI) the sum S,(p) of the 
k largest values of p exceeds or coincides with the corresponding sum 
S,(p’) for p’, in which case we write p’ s p. Since the equal distribution 
pO: E --) R: i e l/ IE( is the unique smallest distribution with respect to 
“ =s ,” we may interpret the relation “p’ s p” as expressing in a well- 
defined quantitative way that p’ is somewhat closer to pO than p is; an 
interpretation which correlates also very well with the significant role, the 
dominance relation plays in the representation theory of the symmetric 
group (cf. [RS]). Using this interpretation scheme and, in addition, the fact 
that a stochastic operator on R E is bistochastic if and only if it fixes the 
equal distribution pO, we may restate the Hardy-Littlewood-Polya theo- 
rem as follows: given two probability distributions p, p’ on E as above, 
there exists a stochastic operator S, defined over E which fixes pO, if and 
only if relative to “ & ” the distribution p’ is closer to pO than p. In 
statistical mechanics this fact can be used not only to show that the 
entropy S(p) := - Ci E Epi In pi increases monotonously in an isolated 
system, that is, a system whose states are given by probability distributions 
p, defined over some state space E, and whose (thermo-jdynamics can be 
expressed in form of bistochastic operators S, defined over E. It shows 
also that many further numerical invariants increase under such dynamics 
and, even more importantly, it shows that a complete list of such invariants 
exists, e.g., in the form of the invariants S,(p) (k = 1, . . . , [El); that is, 
given two states p and p’ as above, an irreversible process may transform 
p into p’ if and only if p’ s p. 
Obviously, this will hold only in isolated systems, that is-by definition 
-in systems for which the equal distribution pO is an equilibrium distribu- 
tion. To study open systems, e.g., a system in a “heat bath” on which 
another distribution q,, is forced upon as its equilibrium distribution by its 
environment, one has to develop a more general concept. This has been 
done in [RM, RSS], where it was observed first that p’ & p holds if and 
only if for all a,P r 0 we have CjEElapi - PI 2 CiGEIcxp,I - PI or, 
equivalently, if and only if 
C(aPi-P)IFcE 
isF 1 
= azp CaPi - PI 
# 
2 ai!$ (api - P> = m=( iFF(api - PW c E) 
for all cu,p 2 0 
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in view of 
ClaPi-pl= C (aPi-P)+ C (Pmapi) 
ieE crP,>LJ aPiG 
=2* C (aPi-P) + C(PHaPi) 
UP,‘P i=E 
= 2. c (api-/3) + El -P--u. 
aP;‘P 
Indeed, if Sk(p) 2 Sk(p)) for all k, then for all (Y, /3 2 0 and k := 
l{ilapi > pII we have 
max C (apj - p)IF 5 E = a . S,( p’) - k . p I a * S,(p) - k * P 
ieE 
5 max( C (api - P)IF L E), 
ieF 
while, if C up~,~(a~~ - P) I Capi>e(api - P> for all a, P 2 0, then 
S,(p’) 5 Sk(p) for all k, since otherwise for the smallest k with S,(p’) > 
Sk(p) the smallest summand pi in S,(p) is necessarily smaller than the 
smallest summand in S,(p’). Hence for LX = 1 and /3 = pj we obtain 
max ~(api-/3)IFcE =S,(p) -k-P 
ieF 
< S,(P’) - k . P 
Hence, if for two pairs p, 4 and p’, 4’ of probability distributions on E we 
define (p’, 4’) s (p,q) if and only if CicElapi - &I 2 ZiGEIap~ - pqjl 
for all a, p 2 0, then p’ s p if and only if (p’, pJ % (p, po). This obser- 
vation suggested the following generalization of the Theorem by Hardy, 
Littlewood, Polya, which was proved in [RSSI: Given two pairs p, 4 and 
p’, q’ of probability distributions, defined on E, there exists a stochastic 
matrix S = (cijli, jE E, for which simultaneously p’ = Sp and q’ = SQ hold 
if and only if (p’, q’) s (p, q). 
In particular, if an equilibrium distribution q is forced upon a system 
with state space E by its environment, so that its internal dynamics can be 
modelled by stochastic matrices S with Sq = q, then the system can go 
from a distribution p to a distribution p’ if and only if (p’, q) 6 (p, q). 
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In turn, this result suggested looking still more generally for necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the existence of a stochastic matrix S which 
transforms a given family p(l), . . . , p(“) of distributions over E into another 
such family q(l), . . . , q’“‘. The present paper is devoted to this question 
and to the corresponding problem one obtains if one drops the assumption 
that p(l) p(‘) p(“) and @, qc2), . . . , q@) are probability distributions. 
Lemma ; be;bw ‘shows that for the existence of a stochastic matrix S 
taking p(‘) to qci) (1 < i I n) it is necessary and sufficient that a certain 
inequality holds for all functions cp: Iw” --t Iw which are the suprema 
of finitely many linear functionals (or, in the case of probability distribu- 
tions, for all piecewise linear seminorms). Those functions form an 
(infinite-dimensional) convex cone and it is easy to see that it suffices to 
check the inequalities of Lemma 1 for all extremals of this cone. These 
extremals are characterized in Section III by a cohomology theory for 
certain convex cone dissections of Iw” which we call c3-stratifications 
(= closed convex cone stratification) and introduce in Section 11.’ If 
9 = SUP($,, . . . , I)~) is given, $,. linear functionals on [w”, 1 I: i I k, no ei 
superfluous in the representation p = sup($,, . . . , I)~), then the set GV := 
(K, := (x E [WnIy(x) = $ili(~) for all i E J}IJ G 11,. . . , k)) is an example of 
a c3-stratification. The one-dimensional cohomology group H’(G) of a 
c3-stratification G contains all the information needed to decide whether 
6 = GV for some 6 and whether G is an extremal or not (Theorem 7). 
In case IZ = 2 the structure of the extremals is quite simple and we obtain 
a satisfactory and easy to apply generalization of the Ruch-Schranner- 
Seligman result to the situation where p(l), p(*), q(l), qc2) are not required 
to be probability distributions. In case n r 3 we show that in a certain 
sense “most” functions q = sup($,, . . . , $k) are extremals. More precisely, 
we fix the number k of linear functionals in the representation cp = 
sup@,, * * * 9 $k) and endow the set C8’k of all such functions cp with a 
natural topology. Then we construct a set ajk of extremals which is open 
and dense in ak. This fact explains the nonexistence of satisfactory 
solutions to our problem if n 2 3. The probability distribution case is 
treated by a centersymmetric version of our cohomology theory. The 
situation is completely analoguous to the general case: We reprove the 
classical HLP-theorem and the Ruth-Schranner-Seligman result by our 
method in case n = 2 and we show that in contrast to the hopes formu- 
lated in [AU] there is no satisfactory solution to the problem in case 
n 2 3. Finally we make some remarks about counterexamples to an old 
‘This section is a systematic development of some facts about convex cones which should 
be considered as folklore. In particular, c3-stratifications have been studied to great extent 
already from the point of view of toroidal algebraic manifolds, where they have been called 
fans. Nevertheless, we could not find a reference comprising all the things we need. 
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conjecture of Kakutani’s which was disproved by Horn [Sh21. It concerns 
the existence of a doubly stochastic matrix S satisfying SX = Y if X and Y 
are two given doubly stochastic matrices. Kakutani gave a necessary 
condition on X and Y but his condition is too weak to imply the existence 
of S. Our theory helps to understand why it is too weak and allows us to 
systematically generate counterexamples a la Horn. 
II 
We are interested in the following question: Given two n-tuples 
x(l) 7*--T x(“) and y(l), . . . , yen) of vectors from IV’, when does there 
exist a stochastic m x m-matrix S such that simultaneously Sx(‘) = 
y”‘, . . . ) $p = y’“‘7 
Lemma 1 below, which is essentially due to Alberti and Uhlmann [AU], 
gives a characterization which is basic for our further investigations. 
Before we state and prove it, we give some definitions and recall two 
well-known theorems. 
Here and in the sequel, the letter V always denotes a finite-dimensional 
real vector space: 
c:= Hom,(V,lR) = {‘p:V + Rlcp is R-linear) denotes its dual. 
As usual, we identify V and i via the canonical isomorphism which 
assigns to each x E V the functional “q * (p(x)“, rp E ?, and we assume 
I/ and 9 to be endowed with the standard topology. 
DEFINITION 1. (i) ‘P: V + [w is called positively homogeneous and con- 
vex (phc for short) if and only if: 
(a) *(Ax) = A . W(x) for all A E I&?+:= {CL E [w/e 2 0} and x E V 
and 
(b) 9(x + y> I W(x) + T(y) for all x, y E V. 
(ii) A phc function q is called a seminorm if q(x) = V(-x) for all 
x E I/ and it is called a norm, if in addition W(x) = 0 implies x = 0. 
Remark. From the conditions (a) and (b) it follows that for x, y E V, 
(Y, p E I$+. with (Y + p = 1 we have 
Hence, q is a convex function in the ordinary sense and, by a well-known 
theorem, continuous. 
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EXAMPLE 1. (i) Any 9 E f is phc. 
(ii) If *i, ‘4~~ are phc, then q := sup(qi, qz) is also phc. In particu- 
lar, if T is phc, then sup(*, -q) is a seminorm. 
(iii) From (i) and (ii) it follows that for rg,, . . . , qk E c the function 
9 := sup(cp,, . . . ) qk) is phc. Such functions are called piecewise linear (p.1. 
for short): 
4f’ := SUP(l(pIl,..., b/J) = SUP(rp,,-- (P17*~~~sok~- (P/c) 
is a p.1. seminorm. 
(iv) If qi and qX are phc and (~i,c+ E R,, then 
q := alql + a2W2 is also phc. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose A is a non-empty, convex subset of V and 
‘P: V -+ R’ phc. Then there exists some q E Psuch that cp I ‘P and 
inf q(x) = f:$, q(x). 
XEA 
THEOREM 2. Suppose A and B are convex, nonempty subsets of V whose 
distance is strictly positive; i.e., 
d(A, B) := inf{Ila - bll la E A, b E B) > 0 
(where (I * I! denotes one of the equivalent norms on V). Then there exists 
some cp E Vsuch that cp(A) n cp(B) = 0. 
Both theorems are well known. Theorem 1 is essentially a version of 
the Hahn-Banach theorem and Theorem 2 is referred to as the separa- 
tion theorem for convex sets. They are proved, e.g., in Hirzebruch and 
Scharlau, “Einf. in die Funktionalanalysis,” Satz 6.8 and Korollar 6.9. 
DEFINITION 2. Let V be a real vector space and assume K G V. K is 
called a convex cone in V if K is nonempty and the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(i) x,yEK*x+yEK 
(ii) x E K, h E R+A A * x E K. 
If some topology on V is specified, it is clear what is meant by a closed 
convex cone (c.c. cone). We denote by c3(V> the set of all C.C. cones in V. 
EXAMPLE 2. For a finite-dimensional real vector space W the following 
sets are convex cones in some infinite-dimensional vector space I/: 
(i) X(W) := (‘PI*: W --f R, V phc) and C%,(W) := {q E 
.Z(W>lT p.1.) are convex cones. 
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(ii) &I?) := {L c I&5 convex and compact); A’<@) is a con- 
vex cone if we define multiplication with A E 54, and addition “point- 
wise”: L, M E A@), A E Iw,; L + A4 := {x + ylx E L, y E M}; A * L := 
(hxlx E LI. 
We leave it to the reader to specify suitable vector spaces containing 
.8(W), 3(W), and &I@), respectively. 
Remark. Minkowski [Mi] discovered that the mapping 
is an isomorphism of convex cones. Its inverse is 
p-Lqti) -+ A?(W): L - sup(q+ EL); 
p-‘(L) is called the “Stiitzfunktion” of L. We are not going to prove this 
but we state the following proposition, the proof of which follows immedi- 
ately from Theorem 1: 
PROPOSITION 1. Zf q: W + R isphc, then 1I’ = sup(cplq E I@, cp I q). 
The significance of phc functions for our problem is revealed by 
LEMMA 1. Let n(l), . . . , xc”), y(l), . . . , yCn) by vectors from I&!“. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) There exists a stochastic matrix S E [wmx” with Sx@) = yCi), 
lliln. 
(b) For all phc functions 9: [w” + [w the inequality 
2 qxjy.. . ) xy> 2 E q yi'l', . . . ) yj'"') 
j=l j=l 
holds. 
(c) For all linear functionals ‘pi E fin, 1 I i I m, the inequality 
E SUpqi( X(l), . . . , X(n)) 2 
j=l i 
F SUpPi( Yj", . ' .Y Yj'"') 
j=l i 
holds. 
Furthermore, if we assume from the outset that all xti) and y(‘) are 
probability vectors, i.e., xji) L 0, y,!” 2 0 for all i and j and Cim,lxji) = 
C~Elyi(i) = 1 for all i, then conditions (a), (b), Cc) are equivalent to the 
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following conditions (b’) and Cc’>: 
(b’) For all seminomzs * on R” the inequality 
E *(xj”,..., xjn)) 2 E q yi”‘, .. . ) yj”‘) 
j=l j=l 
holds. 
(c’) For all 'pi E k”, 1 I i I m, the inequality 
i SUpQi( Xi” 
j=l i 
). . . ) Xm’) 2 ~ SUp(Qi( yi”‘, . . . ) y:m,) ( 
j=l i 
holds. 
Proof. (a> implies (b) and (b’). Assume that there is a stochastic matrix 
S = (sjk)r ~ j,k ~:m such that Sx@) = y (i), 1 I i I n. Choose some 1I’ which 
is phc and denote by xi and yj the row vectors (xi’), . . . , XI”)) and 
( y?’ , , . . . , y,‘“)), respectively. Then 
s g f? sjk’(xk) 
j=l k=l 
*cxk) = ? yI(xk)y 
k=l 
which is the inequality in condition (b). Since seminorms are phc, the 
implication “(a) implies (b’>,’ is also clear. 
(b) implies (c). Trivial, since supi 'pi is phc. 
(c) implies (a). We look at (x(l), . . . , X? and (y(l), . . . , y’“‘) as vectors 
in the space Rmx” of m X n-matrices over R and denote by S the set of 
stochastic m X m-matrices. Define 
M, := (( sx(l), . . . , Sx(“)) E WX”lS E s) 
My := {(Sy’l’, . . .) Sy@‘) E RrnX”IS E s}. 
Since SJ is a compact and convex subset of Rmx”, M, and M,, are both 
compact and convex. Since S is a semigroup under multiplication which 
contains the identity matrix, condition (a> is equivalent to the inclusion 
My c M,. 
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Now an application of Theorem 2, the separation theorem for convex 
sets, shows that this condition, in turn, is equivalent to (* ): For all 
cp E @TX” we have 
suP(+)lz E M,) 2 SUP((P(Z)lZ E My). (*) 
Now, for 1 I i I m, let pi denote the mapping which maps an n-dimen- 
sional row-vector (a,, . . . , a,) into the m x n-matrix (a,,) with 
i 
al, ifk=i a kl = 
0, else. 
Then, for all cp E km,” the cp 0 pi are in fifl and we have 
‘p( SP, . . . ) sx’“‘) = E slj('P" Pl)(xj) + ’ * * + E smj(P" Pm)('j) 
j=l j=l 
s jFl s"P(cPOPi)(xj> 
i 
with equality if S is the stochastic matrix with 
i 
1, if (Cp ’ Pi)('j) = syPcP” Pl('j)T 
sij = i mininal with this property 
0, else. 
We conclude that for all cp E fimxn, 
SUp(q( Z)lz E M,) = C suP (9’ Pi)(‘j> 
j=l i 
and 
SUp(Cp(Z)lZ E My) = F s”P(cP ‘PiI( 
j=l i 
Since the mapping 
7: &nxn + R”x .-. x R”: 
n times 
with 7((p) = (cp 0 pr, . . . , cp 0 p,) is a bijection, (*> is equivalent to Cc>. 
Summarizing, we proved that (a) is equivalent to (cl. Now assume that 
all the X@ and y(” are probability vectors. 
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(b’) implies cc’). Trivial, since * := sup,I’pjl is a seminorm. 
(c’) implies (c). Suppose we are given arbitrary linear function- 
als cpi E L4”, 1 si I m. Choose g E k’ such that all the numbers 
(vi + gXxj) are greater than or equal to zero. Assume g(xj”, . . . , x!“‘) = 
(y,x(‘) + * * 9 +(I! x!“) 
nJ’ 
so that for probability vectors xci) and y(‘) wd have 
5 g(xj> = jgaijtIxji’ = a1 + ’ *’ +a~ = jclg(YjI* 
j=l 
Therefore we obtain the inequalities: 
a1 + -* ’ a, + C s”PcPi(Yj> 
j i 
= C SLlp(cOi + g)(Yj> 
j i 
< C suP ((Vi + g)(Yj) 1 
j i 
s C suP ((Pi + g)Cxj> 1 (by w 
j i 
= C suP (Vi + g)(xj) 
j i 
=a1 + .- ’ +an + C s”PqOi(xj) 
j i 
from which the inequality in (c) follows. 
Hence the proof of Lemma 1 is complete. 
Let X= Z’(!P) and 9= $ORn) be the convex cones of Example 2. 
Lemma 1 shows that, if we want to know whether condition (a) is true, we 
have to check the inequality in (b) for all 1I’ in 2. Condition (c) says that 
it suffices to test the inequality for members of 8 only. As we will see 
soon, even the class & can be replaced by a much smaller subclass by 
exploiting its cone structure. Given x(l), . . . , x(“) and y(l), . . . , y@), the set 
of all functions q E & satisfying the inequality in (b) is obviously a convex 
cone. So, it suffices to test the inequality for some (minimal) subset Fr 9 
which generates ~3 as a convex cone. 
DEFINITION 3. cp E & is called atremal in 9 if for any decomposition 
Q = ‘Pi + p2 with cp19 v2 E J there exists p E [O, 11 and 9 E L%” such 
that ‘pr = p(p + q (and, consequently, ‘p2 = (1 - p) * Q - $). We will see 
that the set of extremal functions in J generates J as a convex cone: The 
following lemmata are a first step in the direction of determining the 
structure of the extremal functions in 9. 
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LEMMA 2. Assume cp = sup(qr, . . . , qk) E 3 with qi E k”, 1 I i I k, 
k the minimal number for such a representation of cp, i.e., k = k(Q) = 
min{k’) there exist W;, . . . , ql, E & such that Q = sup(wi, . . . , Vi,>}. Then 
Q = supw;, . . .) *$I, *; c @ implies (qI,. . . , qk} G (9;, . . . , TiJ. 
Proof. The minimal&y of k implies that, for any i E (1,. . . , k), there 
exists some xi E R” such that Ui(xi> > qj(xi) for all j # i. Obviously, 
these inequalities hold in some neighbourhood A$ of xi. Define Mij := 
(X E Rn19i(~) = q&~)}, 1 I i I k, 1 <j I k’. From Q& = qi[Ni we 
conclude that Ni G lJ r= ,Mjj. But Ni cannot be contained in a finite union 
of hyperplanes and hence there exists some j E (1,. . . , k’) such that 
qi = P’ which was to be shown. 
COROLLARY. Let Q and k be as above. Then the representation Q = 
supw,, . . . , pk) of Q with qi E I@, 1 s i I k, is unique. It is called the 
minimal representation of Q. 
DEFINITION 4. Suppose that Q = sup(W,, . . . , Pk) is the minimal repre- 
sentation of Q: 
Ki := Ki(Q) := (X E vlQ(X) = Ti(X)), lsisk. 
A'(Q) := (Kill I i I k). 
G(Q) := (p: R” -+ Rip is positively homogeneous, continuous, and 
for every i E (l,... , k} and x, y E Ki one has p(x + y> = 
p(x) + P(Y).) 
G+(Q) := (p E G(cp)lp convex) = G(Q) CI @. 
Each Ki is a closed convex cone. G(Q) is a finite-dimensional vector space 
and G+(Q) is a closed convex cone in G(Q). 
LEMMA 3. If Q = Q1 + Q2 for Q,Q1,Q2 E a, then Q1 and Q2 both 
belong to G+(Q). 
ProoF Let Q = sup(q,, . . . ,qk), ~~ = sup(q\Iri,. . . ,qij) be the mini- 
mal representation of Q and Q~, j = 1,2, and G??(Q) = {Kill I i I k), 
x(Qj) = (K~, jl 1 I i I kj}, j = 1,2. For an arbitrary r E (1,. . . , k} there 
exist indices s, t such that K, n K,,, fI K,,2 contains inner points. It 
follows, that @r = $‘i + W: on an open set and hence on all of UP, in 
particular, Q = vr,’ + y’: on all of K,. From q,’ 5 ‘pl, ?f 4 Q,, and 
Q = Q, + Q29 we infer that Q, = qsl and 'p2 = u;” on K, and, hence, 
K, c K, 1 and K, c K,, 2. Since r was arbitrary, it follows that Q~, (p2 E 
G+(Q). 
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It will turn out that for determining whether rp is extremal in J or not, 
it is essential to study the set EJ,+, := 6((p) := { fl ie IKilKi E J?(q) = 
{KjllA.jj_<}, 0#lc(l,..., k}} = {KIK E c3(V) and there exists 
9 E V with V I rp and K = {x E VI&X) = zU(x)}). 6, is a partition of 
R” into cones having certain characteristic properties which we will specify 
later. We are going to develop a certain cohomology theory for a suitable 
class of “cone partition” 6 of IV’ which we will call “proper c3-stratifica- 
tions.” The one-dimensional cohomology group H’(6) will be crucial for 
the solution of our problem. We will see, among other things, that for 
rp E & G(q)/&’ = H’(6,) and G+(q)/li?’ = H:(EJ,), where H:(G,) 
is a positive cone in H’(EJ,,) to be defined later. A discussion of the case 
n = 2 will show the surprising fact that the extremals in ~9 are in this case 
the functions cp with k(q) = 2 or k(q) = 3. No such simple criteria exist 
for n > 2. 
In the case of seminorms the situation is analogous. Let 2:= (9 E 91 
cp seminorm}. q is called extremal in .$ if the condition in Definition 3 is 
fulfilled with ~3 replaced by 2 throughout. For cp E 3, 
C?(q) := {p E G(cp)lp(x) = p( -x), for all x E IX”) 
Again d(cp) is a finite-dimensional vector space, a subspace of G(q), and 
6+(q) is a closed convex cone in G(q). 
By Lemma 3, a decomposition cp = cpi + (p2 with cp, ‘pi, ‘p2 E 2 implies 
rp,, ‘pz E G+(q). Concerning G’(q) we remark that it contains with each 
cone K its negative ( -K). 
A centersymmetric variant of the above-mentioned cohomology theory 
will enable us to characterize the extremals in 2. In the case n = 2, the 
extremals turn up to be just the absolute values IpI of linear functionals 
p E k2, which in combination with Lemma 1 immediately proves the 
HLP-theorem and its generalizations mentioned in the Introduction. 
Let us now start by developing some terminology, stating some well- 
known, useful facts without proofs on our way. 
DEFINITION 5. Let K E K The annihilator, B, of K is defined by 
R:= (9 E Plcp(x) = Oforall x EK). 
The span, (K), of K is defined by (K) := 8. 
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Remark. We have k = B and (K) is the subspace of V which is 
generated by K, 
(K) = ‘&,k E N,h,,...,& E &X,,...,x, EK 
i=l 
We define the dimension of K as the dimension of (K >, dim K := dim( K >. 
DEFINITION 6. Let K G V: 
(i) K+:= K+(V) := {cp E Vlcp(K) c Iw,} 
(ii) [K] := Kft 
(iii) K’:= K@(V) := K+\k = {cp E K+Iq(K) g (O}}. 
PROPOSITION 2. (i) K is a closed convex cone in V; i.e., K E c3(V), if 
and only if K = [K]. 
(ii) If Ki E c3(V) for all i E I, where I is an arbitrary index set, then 
fl iclki E c3(V). 
(iii) For any subset K c V, Kf is a closed convex cone in V. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let K,, K, E c3(V). Then 
(i) K, + K, := {xl + xzlx, E K,, x2 E KJ E c3(V) and 
[K, u KJ = K, + K, 
(ii) (K, + K2)+= K: n Kl 
(iii) (K, n K2jf= K: + Ki. 
Now consider a subset X c K E c3(V). 
DEFINITION 7. (i) (K/X)+:= {cp E K+Iq$X) c (O}} = K+n 2. 
(ii) F,(X) := (x E Klrp(x) = 0 for all 4p E K+ with q(X) c (0)) = 
(K+/(K/X)+)+. 
We call F,(X) the face of K generated by X. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let X, K, V be as above. We have: 
(i) F,(0) = {x E KI --x E (K+)+l = Ix E VI +x E Kj is the 
largest subspace of V contained in K; 
(ii) X c F,(X) E c3(V>; 
(iii) Zf X c Y c K, then (K/Y)+G (K/X)+ and F,(X) c F,(Y); in 
particular, F,(0) c F,(X) for all X G K and therefore F,(0) = F,(0) for 
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all X c K with X = F,(X); 
(iv) F,+((K/X)+) = (K/X)+; 
(4 (K/I;,(x))+= (K/x)+; 
(vi) FK(FK(X)) = F,(X); 
(vii) (F,(X)) n K = F,(X). 
DEFINITION 8. Assume K E c3(V). 
(i) The interior of K, K, is defined as K := (x E KIF,(x) = K) 
(ii) The boundary of K, aK, is defined as aK := K \ Z? = 
{x E KIThere exists some Q E K@ with Q(X) = 0). 
PROPOSITION 5. (i) aK = K n ((K > \ K), where Adenotes the topolog- 
ical closure of a set A c V. (So aK is the boundary of K in the subspace (K > 
in the usual topological sense). 
(ii) B # 0. 
(iii) aK = Oifand only ifK = (K) G V. 
Proof. (i) Let x E aK and Q E K’ with Q(X) = 0. There is y E K 
with Q(Y) > 0. Then x - &(y - x) E (K) for all E E 08. Obviously, 
x - e(y - x) approaches x as E + 0 and Q(X - &(y - x)) = -&Q(Y) < 0 
for & > O. since Q E K+, x - E( y - x) E K and hence 
aK c K n ((K > \K). 
To prove the reversed inclusion we choose some x E K n ((K > \ K). 
Choose a sequence yn, n = 1,2,..., such that y,, E (K)\K for all n 
and yn x for n + 00. By Theorem 2, for each y, we can find some 
Qn E (K) such that Q,( y,) 4 Q,(K). Without loss of generality we can 
assume that Q,(K) G R, and IIQJ = 1 (for some norm II * II on 0. 
Choose some convergent subsequence of (Q,) with limit Q~. It is easy to 
see that 'p. # 0, Q,(X) = 0, and Q,(K) G R,. Choose a subspace W of V 
with (K) d W = V and define Q E V by 
ifzE(K) 
if I E W. 
Then Q E K’ and Q(X) = 0, so x E aK. 
(ii) We choose a basis x1,. . . , xk of (K), where all the xi are 
elements of K. Then x :=x1 + . . . +x, E K. Assume Q E K+ and 
Q(X) = 0. Then Q(x~) = 0,l I i I k, and hence Q(K) = 0. So, F,(x) = K 
and x E I?. 
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(iii) The implication “K = (K) =$ aK = 0” is clear. If, conversely, 
dK = 0, then (K) = K U ((K) \ K) is the disjoint union of two closed 
sets. Since (K) is connected and K # 0, it follows that K = (K >. 
DEFINITION 9. Let V and K be as above: 
i-j&C) := (Xc-K&(X) =X). 
If SCi,( K) is defined for some i 2 1, we define 
&i+@) := U &I,(X) 
XE8:(i)(K) 
27(K) := u &i,(K). 
it1 
PROPOSITION 6. Let V, K be as aboue: 
6) g(K) c c3(V) 
(ii) ZfX E s(K), then (X) n K = X 
(iii) ZfX, Y E g(K), X c Y, and dim X = dim Y, then X = Y 
(iv) Zf n = dim V, then SC,,(K) G Fjc2,(K) E *. * c g,,-,,(K) = 
&n)(K) 
(v) ZfX, Y E g(K), then X n YE S(K). 
(vi> Zf S(K) = 3(,,(K) and X E fj(,,(K), then F,(Y) = F,(Y) for 
all Y c X. 
Proof. (i> Follows immediately from the definition F,(X) = 
w+/(Y/m+)+, since any subset of V of the form Z+ with Z G P is a 
closed convex cone. 
(ii) It suffices to prove the corresponding statement for all %JK), 
i 2 1. We proceed by induction on i. The case i = 1 is just Proposition 
4Cvii). Now suppose that the statement is true for some i 2 1 and suppose 
that X E fJci+,,(K) is given. Then X = F,(X) for some YE @JK), 
X c Y. From Proposition 4(vii) we have X = (X) n Y and from the 
induction hypothesis, Y = (Y > n K; hence, 
X=(X>nY=(X)n(Y)nK=(X)nK. 
(iii) If X, Y E g( K ), X c Y, and dim X = dim Y, then X = (X) n 
K=(Y)nK=Y. 
(iv) Suppose we have some Xi E SC,,(K) \ SCi- ,,(K). Then Xi = 
F’i-I(Xi) with Xi c X,-i E fJci-,,(K) \ scim2,(K). Proceeding inductively, 
we obtain a chain Xi cXi-i c .a* C Xl with Xj E gcj,(K) \ ‘3cj-i,(K) 
for j 2 1, and Xj = F,-I(Xj), j 2 2, ?jco,(K) := 0. 
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From (iii) we infer that dim Xi < dim X,-i < * * * < dim Xi. Since 
FK(0) c Xi, we have dim Xi 2 1. Certainly dim X, I it - 1, since 
dim X, = n would imply X, = K and hence X, = FK(Xz) E @,,,(K) which 
is not the case. Hence, i I n - 1 and (iv) is proved. 
(v) We prove more generally: For all i 2 1, if X,Y E s,JK), then 
X n Y E B&j. For i = 1 this is clear, since we have already proved 
in Proposition 4(u), (iii) and (iv) that FK satisfies the axioms of a clo- 
sure operator on the subsets of K. Now let X, Y E jjci+,,<K> with X = 
F,(X) and Y = F,(Y) for U, W E S@). By induction, U n W E 
8(i)(K) and Fun w (X n Y) c FJX n Y) n F&X n Y) s F,(X) n 
F,(Y) = X n Y. 
The reversed inclusion is obvious. 
(vi) Obviously, our assumptions imply F,(Y) = n y Ez E 5C,,CK+Z 5 
n y cz E 5(1,W)C B,,,(K) 2 = F,(Y 1, while F,(Y) c F,(Y) holds any way. 
Our next aim is to prove a version of the Krein-Milman theorem 
(Theorem 3 below). We need some preparations. 
DEFINITION 10. X E g(K) is called an extremal of K if and only if 
dimX = dim F,(O) + 1. E(K) := {XIX extremal of K}. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let K and V be as above: 
(i) G(K) rk empty ifand only ifK is a subspace of V, i.e., K = F,(0). 
(ii) Zf X is in jJ( K 1, then any relation x + y E X with x, y E K implies 
x EXandy EX. 
(iii) X E E(K) if and only if there exists some x E K \ F,(0) such 
that X = (Ax + ulh E R,, u E F,(O)} and any relation x = y + z with 
y, z E K implies y , z E X. 
Proof. (i) The “if” part is trivial. For the “only if” part, assume that 
K # F,(0) and choose a minimal element X in g(K) \ {F,(0)). Assume 
that there are two linearly independent vectors x, y E X such that 
(x, y) n F,(0) = IO}. Consider the set M := {y + &Lx - y)lh > 0, 
p 2 1). Certainly, M n F,(0) = 0 f A4 n X. 
If M is not contained in X, then M must contain some point z. from 
8X, z,, = y + ~,(A,x - y) E ax, say. Since z. $5 F,(0), we have the strict 
inclusions F,(0) c F,(z,J c X, which contradicts the minimality of X. So 
M E X and, since X is closed, -y = lim,,, y + 2(Ax - y) E X. Hence 
( y, F,(O)) G X c K which contradicts the fact F,(0) is the maximal 
subspace contained in K. We infer that dim X = dim F,(0) + 1. 
(ii) We prove the statement in (ii) with B(K) replaced by B,i,(K) by 
induction on i. First assume that X E SC,,(K) and that we have a relation 
x + y E X with x, y E K and, say, x g X. Then there exists cp E K+ with 
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q(X) = {O), but q(x) > 0, hence 0 = rp(x + y> = q(x) + cp(y> > 0, a con- 
tradiction. Now suppose that the statement is true for some i and choose 
X E ~(i+,)(K), X = F,(X) for Y E g(i)CK)* 
If x + y E X with x, y E K, then, by the induction hypothesis, x, y E Y 
and, by the case i = 1, x, y E X. 
(iii) The “only if” part is trivial. To prove that “if” part, we proceed 
by induction on dim K: If dim K = 1, then X = K and F,(0) = (0); 
hence X E E(K). For dim K > 1 consider F&x). If dim F,(x) < dim K, 
we are done by applying the induction hypothesis to F,(x). 
If dim F,(x) = dim K, then F,(x) = K and x E d. We can assume 
that K # X, since otherwise we are done again. So suppose that y E K \ X. 
First case. y E (x, F,(0)) = (X), i.e., y = -Ax + u for some u E 
F,(0) and A > 0. Then K’y = -x + A-‘u E K\X and we have the 
relation x = (-x + A-‘u) + (2x - A-‘u), where the first summand is not 
in X. Contradiction! 
Second case. y e (X ). Then x + E . y e (X > for all E > 0 and we 
have the relations x = $x + E . y) + i<x - my), where both summands 
are not in X. But for small E, both summands are in K, since x E 8, 
hence the desired contradiction which proves the proposition. 
THEOREM 3. (Minkowski, Krein, and Milman). Let K and V be as 
aboue, K # F,(0). Then K = [U x E Ecu,X] 
Proof. We proceed by induction on II := dim K. The case IZ = 1 is 
trivial, since we have {K} = g(K). Now assume the theorem to be proved 
for all dimensions smaller than IZ, II r 2, and that K is given with 
dim K = n. 
We can assume that s(K) \ (F,(0)} # {K}, since otherwise again 
g(K) = (K}, and that V = (K >. First, we claim that K = 
[U XES(Kj,tKjX] =: L. Of course, L is contained in K. Assume that there 
is xt, E K \ L. Since L E c3(V), by the separation theorem there is some 
cp E L+ with +4x,) < 0. 
Since L is not a subspace, there is some cp’ E Le. By adding a small 
multiple of cp’ to cp if necessary, we see that we can assume rp belong to 
Le. Now, all elements of K n {x(rg(x) < 0) belong to 2 and hence 
K n {x/q(x) < 0) is open and nonempty. Since (xlrp(x> < 0) is connect- 
ed, {xlq(x) < 01 c K. Now choose y E L with q(y) > 0. Of course, y 
does not belong to F,(0) c L, since cp(y> # 0. But then F,(0) c 
(y, F,(O)) c K, since 9(-y) < 0, a contradiction. So we have proved 
that K = L. 
Now for X E g(K) \ {K} we have dim X < n and, hence, 
x= UY 
[ I 
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K= 
[ u x XEwo\W, F,q(caN I 
and the theorem is proved. 
Let J= &(R”) and s= &FV’) denote, as above, the (infinite-dimen- 
sional) convex cones of p.1, functions and p.1. seminorms, respectively. We 
have defined what it means for q E 9 or cp E 2 to be extremal in ~9 or 
9. The next proposition relates this “extremality” to the notion of an 
extremal of a C.C. cone in a finite-dimensional vector space. 
PROPOSITION 8. (9 Assume p E 3. The following statements are equiv- 
alent: 
(a) rp is txtremal in ~4. 
(b) cp E kfl or [cp, lb] E WG+(cp)) (recall that G+(cp) E c3(G(qo)) 
and dim G(rp) < 00). 
Cc) cp E kn or there exists some * E 9 such that [p, &I E 
~(G+W). 
(ii) Assume Q E 3. The following statements are equivalent: 
(5) Q is extremal in 2. 
6) [Ql E @(G+(Q)). 
(0 There exists some 1I’ E C@ such that [Q] E p(6,C’P))‘)). 
proof. (i> implies (b). &WUIIC Q E &\k. SiUCe fin = FG+(+,,(O>, we 
conclude by Proposition 7(iii) that X := [Q, fi”] E WG+(cp)). 
(b) implies (c). If Q +2 lk”, put * := Q. 
(c) implies (b). This is clear by Proposition 7(iii), since Q E G+(q) 
implies G+(Q) G G+(9). 
(b) implies (a). Clearly, the elements of I?? are extremal in d. If 
[E, &“I E @(G+(Q)), then by Lemma 3 and Proposition 7(iii), Q is extremal 
in 9. 
(ii) Similar. 
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COROLLARY. Under the same conditions and with the same notation as 
in Lemma 1, the condition in Lemma l(b) is equivalent o 
(b,) ; ‘I$) 2 2 Wyj) 
j=l j=l 
for all 9 E J which are extremal in 3, and also equivalent o 
(b,) C*(Xj> 2 C ‘J’(Yj) 
for all q : J such that [?, I@] is an extremal of G+(q) or * E fi”. 
Furthermore, Lemma l(b’) is equivalent o 
(b;) C’I’\Ir(xj> 2 C’J’(Yj) 
for all T : 2 which Lre extremal of 2, 
(b;) C ‘P(Xj) 2 C’l’\Eyj) 
for all T L 9 such thit [ $1 is an extremal of G+(‘PIr). 
The proof follows immediately from the Krein-Milman theorem and the 
preceding proposition, since S= lJ ‘p E &G+(q). 
PROPOSITION 9. Let K and V be as above. 
6) The mappings a,: ?j(,,(K) + ~JK+): 
x + (K/x)+ 
OK+: i&1)( K+) --) t.?(1)(K): ’ + ( K+/Y)+ 
define a Galois correspondence between SC,,(K) and g(,,(K+). 
(ii) X E g,,,(K) ifl there is some 4p E K+ with 
X = K fl keep. 
(iii) If 8,,,(K) is finite, then g(K) = s,,,(K). 
Proof (i) uK and a,+ are clearly inclusion-reversing by Proposition 
4(iii). By the same proposition, part (iv), they are indeed mappings into 
~$;+h-& &l,(K) = &,,(K ++ 1, respectively. Now for all X E gC1)( K), 
(1) ’ 
uK+uK(x) = (K+/(K/x)+)+ = F~(x) =x 
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u,u,+(Y) = q,+,+u,+(Y) = Y, 
which was to be shown. 
(ii) Choose X E Fj&). Since the interior of (K/X)+E s,,,(K+) is 
not empty, we can choose cp in there. Then obviously, X G K n keep and 
(p E K+. By definition, 
F~+( ‘p) = (cp’ E K+lq’( x) = 0 for all x E k n keep} 
and by our choice of cp, F,+(q) = (K/X)‘. So, X G K n keep c K n 
n cpfEcK,Xj+keq’ = F,(X) = X. 
To prove the other direction, choose some Q E Kf and let X := K n 
k&p. Then 
FK(X) = {x E klq’(x) = Ofor all Q' E Kf with Q’(X) = {O}}. 
By choosing Q' = Q we see that F,(X) G X and, hence, F,(X) = X E 
i3&). 
(iii) It suffices to prove ?j&K) c g,,,(K). Assume that there exists 
Y E &)(K) \ 5&O ‘I-h en YE j’j,r,(X> for some X E B,,,(K), while 
X = K n keep for some Q E K+, say. 
Choose some W E X+ such that Y = X n keq and consider the func- 
tionals of the form q + pQ with p 2 0. No such functional is in K+, since 
otherwise 
fjcl)( K) 3 K n ke( * + PQ + Q) = Y. 
Now choose some p E I?, i.e., p E Kf and kep = F,(0). Since (Kf > = 
(q E PIF,(IzI) c keq}, we have that W E (K+). Hence, for fixed p, there 
exists some h’, > 0 such that W + PQ + h;B . p E K+. Define 
A, := inf{$ E lR+PP + pQ + h’ap E K’) 
= rnin{A’B E R+IP + PQ + A>p E K’}. 
Then * + pQ + A$3 E aK+ and, hence, there exists some xg E K\ 
F,(M) such that 
*(xp) + @Q&s) + A, * P(x,d = 0. 
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Since 
we have W(xp) < 0. But then +4x@) > 0, since q E Xf, X = K n keep. 
We now define an increasing sequence (p,)~=, as follows: Choose 
PI > 0 arbitrarily. If pj is defined for j < i, then choose pi > pi-r so 
large that W(x,,) + pi * 4p(xBj) > 0 for all j < i. Then the sets Zi := K n 
ke(q + pi * p -! A,, * p) belong to g,,,(K) and xp. E Zj \ Zi for j < i. 
Hence, they are all distinct contradicting the finiteness of S,,,(K). 
PROPOSITION 10. Zf K’ E 2(V), K’ _c aK, then F,(K’) c azc 
Proof. Choose xt, E Z?, i.e., &(xJ = K’. Then FK(x,,) 2 F,Jx,) = 
K’ and hence F&r,) = F,(K). Since xg E cYK, Fk(x,,) G 8K. 
THEOREM 4. Zf K,, K, E c3(V), there exists 4p E fi with (-- II@ E KT 
and FK,cK1 n KJ = Ki n kep, i = 1,2. 
Proof Consider K := K, + (-K,) E c3(V). Choose cp E K+ with 
K n keq = F,(0) = K n (-K). Then (- l)ip E KT, in particular, 
qp(K, n K2) = 0, and therefore F,,(K, n K,) = Ki n 
n ru~~~,~~~,n~,~=~o~ke~ E Ki n keep. 
Vice versa, if q E Kit and q(K, n K,) = (0) and if x E Ki n keep c 
F,(0) = K n - K = (K, + C-K,)) (7 (K, + C-K,)), then x = xi - xi 
with xi E Kj and xi E Ki implies x + xi = xi E K, n K, and, therefore, 
q(x + xi) = 0. Since q(x) 2 0 and T(x,) 2 0, we have U(x) = 0. Hence, 
Ki n keep c F,{K, n K,). 
We will be interested, in particular, in cones of the type K’ + C-K), 
where K and K’ are in c3(V) and K is contained in K’. Here we observe 
PROPOSITION 11. Assume K, K’, K” E c3(V> and K -C K’ n K”. i%en 
(a) K’ E 3K” implies K’ + C-K) E a(K” + C-K)) and 
(b) K’ + (-K) -c K” + (-K) = K’ + C-K) = (K’ n Ku) + C-K). 
Proof: (a) K’ G aK” implies the existence of some rp E K”’ with 
K’ c keep (cf. Proposition 10). Since K C_ K’ we obtain cp E (K” + C-K))@ 
and K’ + C-K) c keep, i.e. K’ + C-K) c a(K” + C-K)). 
(b) “ * ” is trivial. Vice versa, if for any x’ E K’ there exists X” E K” 
and x E K with x’ = X” - x, then for such an x” E K” we have x” = 
x’ + x E (K’ + K) n K” = K’ n K” and, therefore, x’ E (K’ n K”) + 
(-K). Hence, K’ G (K’ n K”) + (-K) and, therefore, K’ + (-K) c 
(K’ n KY + C-K). 
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Remark. Note that (a) implies that J(K” + C-K)) = 0 whenever K c 
X” and that, by (a) and (b) together, K’ + ( -K) c K” + ( -K) implies 
K’ n K” g aK’. 
We will now study certain decompositions of I/ into convex cones which 
we call c3-stratifications: 
DEFINITION 11. G is called a c3-stratification (closed convex cone- 
stratification) of V if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
6) G c c3(V> 
(ii) 161 < 00 
(iii) V= lJKEGK 
(iv> If K E 6, then 6’K = U K,EG K,cKK’ 
(v) If K,, K, E G, then K, n K,‘= UKtEG,K,nKz-3K#K’. 
Remark. Note that (ii) and (v) together imply that for any x E I/ the 
cone K,(x) := n xeKEBK is in G,; they imply that n.,.,.K= 
U K,nB,K,cK,(x+‘, so there is some K’ E G with K’ G K,(x) and 
x E K’ and for this K’ we must necessarily have K’ = K,(x). Hence for 
any x E V there exists a unique smallest KC= K,(x)) E G with x E K. 
Note also that for K E G and x E V one has K = K,(x) if and only if 
x E 2 in view of (iv) as well as x E aK if and only if K,(x) c 6’K. 
EXAMPLE 3. (i) Choose a compact polytope P c V, such that 0 is an 
inner point of P and V = (P). Define G’p := {K E c3(V)I There exists a 
face F of P with K = [F]) u {{O)]. Then EJ~ is a c3-stratification of V. 
This class of c3-stratifications is actually a subclass of another class of 
c3-stratifications to be discussed later. 
(ii) If P is as in (i>, define the set K, for any x E P by K, := (cp E 
f/p(x) = sup(cp(y)ly E P)}. We will see later that {K,Ix E P) is a c3- 
stratification. It is essentially what H. Weyl calls “Polarenkonfiguration” in 
his famous paper [We]. 
(iii) Let V := I!*. For each 40 E fi” the set 
G := {kecp,{x E Vlq(x) 2 O},{X E ~!cP(X) s o}} 
is a c3-stratification. It is the only type of c3-stratification with n KeGK # 
(0). (Note that cp = 0 yields the trivial stratification {VI.) All other c3- 
stratifications of V can be obtained in the following way: 
Choose vectors ui, . . . , vk E V\ {0} which generate different one- 
dimensional cones [ui] and ar: not all contained in an open halfspace 
v,’ := (x E VI&) < 01, cp E v. 
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In case k = 2, we must have [u,] = - [ UJ and we construct the s$atifi- 
cation consisting of ({O}, [vi], [v,], {rp I 0), {q 2 0)) where cp E V with 
kep = (u,). 
Now assume that k > 2 and that ui, . . . , vk are all contained in a closed 
halfspace {q 5 0). Then two of the ui, u1 and u2 say, satisfy [uil = -[uz] 
and keep = (u,). Denote by F the set of all cones of type [ui,uil, 
1 I i < j, 5 k, which are two-dimensional and do not contain some U, in 
their interior, together with their faces. 
Then FU {{cp 2 0)) is a c3-stratification. If u,, . . . , uk are not all 
contained in a closed halfspace, then the set F as constructed above, 
defines a c3-stratification. It is not difficult to see that there are no other 
c3-stratifications of V = R*. 
Now assume that cp = sup(!P,, . . . , qk) is the minimal representation of 
the p.1. function cp. Recall that we introduced the set 
where 
K,J~#Zc(l,..., k},K,:= nKi , 
icl 
Ki = (x E VI&x) = qi(x)}. 
THEOREM 5. (~5~ is a c3-stratification of V. 
Proof We have to verify the conditions (i>-(v) in the definition of a 
c3-stratification. Conditions (ii), (iii), and (v) are trivial. For condition (i), it 
suffices to prove that the Ki are in c3W): From q(x) = q&x) we have 
immediately &LX) = q&A * X> for A 2 0. 
If qii(x) = cp(x) and vi(y) = q(y), it follows that qiIri<, + y) = qi\Tri(x) + 
~i\Iy) = c~(x) + p(y) 2 C~(X + y) 2 ~ii<X + Y); hence ~i(X + y) = 
qo(x + Y). 
We conclude that Ki is a convex cone. By the continuity of rp and ‘Pi, it 
is closed. To prove condition (iv), suppose that we are given some 
K = Ki E G+, and assume that Z is maximal, i.e., 
Z= {i E (l,...,k}lK~K,}, K = K,. 
For x E V we define Z(X) := {i E (1,. . . , k}lx E KJ. For x E K we clearly 
have Z L Z(X). 
We claim (* > aK = {x E KlZ(x) 3 Z). Indeed, if x E K and j E Z(X) \ Z 
then (cpi - ‘pi) E Ke and (cpi - cpiXx) = 0 for any i E Z and therefore, 
indeed, x E aK according to: 
Vice versa, if x E aK, then any neighbourhood of x contains points 
from (K) \ K. Since the cpi with i E Z agree on (K), those points are 
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contained in the union lJ jctl,. ,,,k),,Kj. It follows that x E Kj for some 
j E (1,. . . ) k} \ Z and hence Z(x) 1 I. Summarizing, we conclude that 
aK= UK,= u K,. 
J3I KICK, 
Remarks. (i) If W E V such that W I cp, we can define K, := {x E V/I 
‘I!(x) = q$x>). Then there exists some Z c (1,. . . , k), Z + 0, such that 
K, = K,. To see this, we first remark that, just as at the beginning of the 
proof of the preceding theorem for Ki, we can prove that K, E c3(V>. 
If x E Z?,r,, then we claim that K, = K,(,,. We have, by the definition 
of K,, that (W - 4Ji> E Kg for i E Z(x) and (* - qiXx) = 0. Heonce 
9(y) = *Jy) for all y E K, and K, c K,(,,. Vice versa, since x E K,(,) 
by (*), the relation I,+ - 4 E KGx, together with t,+(x) - $(x1 = 0 im- 
plies J= I,$ = I,+ on K,(,, and therefore K,(,) c K,. Hence we can 
describe ‘Gq in a way which does not depend on the minimal representa- 
tion of I) by Gq = {K,IW E V, p I cp}. 
(ii) Using this fact and Minkowski’s isomorphism, we see immediately 
that the set system in Example 3(G) is a c3-stratification. We merely have 
to look at the points of I/ as functionals on I? Then the extremal points of 
the polytope P correspond to the qi in the theorem, P corresponds to cp 
and so on. The details are left to the reader. 
PROPOSITION 12. Let G be a c3-stratification and K E G and X E 
9$,(K). Then 
X= u K’. 
K’eB, K’GX 
proof. By induction on dim K. The case dim K = 0 is trivial. Suppose 
dim K > 0. Choose X E fJ&K). If X = K, there is nothing to prove. 
Otherwise, 
XCaK= u K’, 
K’=G.K’cK 
and so 
x= U (XnK’). 
Hence, it is sufficient to show that X n K’ E sc,,(K’> for K’ E 6, K’ c 
aK, since dim K’ < dim K for all such K! But X = K n keep for some 
cp E K+c (K’)+. Hence X n K’ = keep n K n K’ = keep n K’ E 3$,(K). 
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COROLLARY. @JK) zk finite for all K E G and, hence, SC,,(K) = 
S(K). 
Next, suppose we are given a finite set G c c3(V) of convex cones 
which covers V, i.e., I/ = tJ G,, and fulfills the condition that g(K) is 
contained in 6 for all K E G. Then the following proposition holds: 
PROPOSITION 13. G is a c3-stratification if and only if the following 
condition holds : 
Proof. The “only if” part is trivial. To prove the “if” part, we infer 
from 
aK= U K’c u K’caK 
K’=%(K), K’#K K’EG 
K’cK 
that condition (iv) from Definition 11 holds. Instead of (v) we prove the 
sharper statement 
(v’) IfK,,K,EG,thenK,nK,EG. 
In fact, K, n K, # K, implies K, n K, L aK, and therefore F,I(K, n 
K,) L aK, (cf. Proposition 10). But “K1 n K, = FKI(K, n KJ n K, g 
aF,I(K, n K,)” and condition (*), applied with respect to K,, I;,I(K, n 
K,) E G, imply that K, n K, = K, n F,I(K, n K,) = F,I(K, n K2). It 
follows that K, n K, = F,I(K, n KJ E G. 
DEFINITION 12. Assume that 6 is a c3-stratification of V. 
(i) 6 is called proper if for each K E G one has F(K) c G. (We 
have just shown that in this case 6 is “intersection invariant,” i.e., 
K, n K, E G for all K,, K, E 6.) 
(ii) G is called centersymmetric if and only if K E G implies C-K) E 
(5 for all KE G. 
EXAMPLE 4. (i) If cp is a p.1. seminorm then G,+ is centersymmetric. 
(ii) If P is a convex polytope and q~ = sup(*i, . . . , ‘Pk), k = k(q), a 
p.1. function, then the c3-stratifications G’p and Gq are proper. It suffices 
to prove this for G,,: Suppose K = K, E G,+, and x E K. We want to 
show that F,(x) E G+,. Choose some j E I c Z(x) and define 
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Then v f K+ and K,,, = K n ke’Ir which implies K,(,, E F(K). 
Since x E K,(,,, it follows that K,(,, = FK(x). 
DEFINITION 13. For a c3-stratification G of V we define KE := K,(O) 
= f-j k E G K. By property (v) in Definition 11, K, is in G and, by property 
(iv), its boundary 8K, is empty. Vice versa, if K E G and aK = 0 then 
K,cKandaK=0= tJKJEG,K,cKK’implies K,=K. 
So we have already proved the first half of the following: 
PROPOSITION 14. K, is the unique cone in (5 which is a subspace of V. 
Moreover, 
KG= n K. 
KeG,KGcK 
Proof Put K, := n K6+KEGK. Since K, = U K,EG,K,,-KOKr,we have 
either K, = KG as claimed or K, c K, E G and 
dK, = U K’=K, 
K’EG, K’c K, 
and, therefore, dim K, = dim K, + 1: Choose some minimal K in (5 \ 
{K,, K,). Then aK = U K, E e, K’ c K K’ implies aK = K, and F,(0) = KG 
and, therefore, dim K 2 dim KG + 2 as well as T(K) = (K,,}, in contra- 
diction to the Krein-Milman theorem. 
We also need: 
PROPOSITION 15. If G is a proper c3-stratification, then for all K E Q, 
F,(O) = K,. 
Proof Obviously, KG G F,(0) E Q for all K E 6. Now, if KG c 
F,(O), then K, G a&(0) = 0 which is impossible. 
Remark. The example V := Iw*, 
Q := {{x, y) E R21x 2 01, {(x, y) E lR21x 5 o}, ((0, y) E lwy 2 o}, 
{(OT Y) E R21Y s o}, { (O,O)}}~ 
shows that this proposition does not hold for arbitrary c3-stratifications. 
PROPOSITION 16. (i) Zf G is a c3-stratification, and K E Q, then 
GK := (K’ + ( -K)JK’ E G, K c K’} 
is also a c3-stratification of V. 
(ii) If G 13 proper, then 6 K is proper. 
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Proof. We check conditions (i)-(v) of Definition 11. Conditions (i) and 
(ii) are immediately clear. Moreover, it follows from Proposition 11 and 
the remark following it that for K’, K” E G(K) := (K, E G,IK c K,) 
we have K’ + C-K) C_ K” + C-K) if and only if K’ c K” and, hence, 
K’ + C-K) c a(K” + C-K)) whenever K’ + C-K) G K” + C-K), 
i.e., U K, E GK, K, c K,KI c aK, for all K, E GK. To prove the other direc- 
tion as well as (iii) and (v), we observe the following. 
LEMMA. Let G be a c3-stratification of V and assume x E V. Then for 
every y E V\(x) there exists a unique smallest Kc f 6, := (K E G/x E 
K) such that Kc n (tx + (1 - t)ylO I t s 1) # (xl. Moreouer, if (tx + 
(1 - t) * ~10 I t s 1) c 8K’ for some K’ E 6, then KY” 5 JK’. 
Proof. For any u,u E V let Z:= (t . u + (1 - t) . ~(0 I t I 1) de- 
note the line segment connecting u and U. Since for any K’ E 6, there 
exists some z E Xy with z f x and K’ n E= 0, there exists some such 
z E 5 \ (x) such that K’ n E= 0 for all K’ E 6, in view of the finite- 
ness of Q. On the other hand, z E K for some K E G which then must 
be contained in GX and therefore contains all of E. Hence GX, z := (K E 
‘G,,IK n E# (xl) is non-empty and so is therefore G’,, y = 6,. z. Consider 
K; := n,,,. x ,K’ and note that K,” n Xyz El for some zy E Xz \ (x), 
close enough to X. Now note that GX z = GX y = (K E G,lz, E K) and 
therefore K,” = KG(z,) E 6. Finally, if’ec ai’ for some K’ E 6, then 
z1 E 6’K’ and therefore KY” = KG,(z,) E aK’. 
Let us now return to the proof of our proposition: to show that 
aK, c u Kl K,EGK,K,cKz 
for every K, := K” + C-K) with K” E G(K), choose x E I? so that 
G’, = G,(K) and consider some y E aK,. By writing y in the form y” - y1 
with y” E K” and y1 E K and choosing some 4p E KF = K”@n Z? with 
q(y) = 0 we see that I$’ c keep n K” c aK” and therefore KJ,, c 6’K” as 
well as K, := Ky”” + C-K) E aK, c K,. But K;, n $ = !ii for some z # 
x implies z = t . x + (1 - t) . y” for some t E [O, 1) and therefore y = y” 
-y, = l/(1 - t) * z + (y, - t/(1 - t>x) E K;,, + C-K) = K, c aK, for 
some K, c K, which was to be shown. 
Similarly, x E I?, y E V \ (x) and KY” n e= E for some z # x implies 
y E K,” + ( -K >; hence, 
V= U K,. 
KlEGK 
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Finally, if K,, K, E GK, say K, = K’ + C-K) and K, = K” + C-K) 
for some K’, K” E 6(K), and if u E K, f~ K,, say u = yr - x1 = y2 - x2 
for yt E K’, y2 ELK”, and x1, x2 E K, theny := y, +x2 = y2 +x1 E K’ 
n K”; so for x E K we have K,” G K’ n K” and therefore with KY” fl%= 
G for some z = tx + (1 - t)y with t E [O, 1) we have 
1 t 
v = y - (x1 + x2) = - * z - 
l-t 
-x +x1 + x2 
l-t 
EK;+(-K) 
as well as Ky” + C-K) L K, n K,. 
(ii) Suppose K’ + C-K) E E5’K and X = (K’ + C-K)) n keep for 
some cp E (K’ + C-K))+. Then K c kerp and, hence, X = ((K’ n keep) + 
C-K)) E GK. 
PROPOSITION 17. Zf G is a proper c3-stratification of V and G,,,max := 
(K E G;I dim K = dim V) the subset of all cones of maximal dimension in 
Q, then 
G= ~KI~#ZC~,,,~ = u 9&(K). 
KEI KE Q,,, 
Proof. We have U K E a,,FjCl,(K) c G by definition of a proper strati- 
fication and we know already that f-j K E ,K E 6 for all Z E B mM. Vice 
versa, assume K’ E 6 \ G,,,, and consider Z = Z(K’) := {K E 6,,,IK’ s 
K}. We claim Z # 0 and K’ = n K E ,K. Z # 0 follows obviously from 
considering C5 K, := {K f (-K’)IK E G, K’ c K) as defined above and 
observing that V = U K,,E gK,K” implies (EJ~,),,,~~ # 0 and therefore 
z f 0. 
Moreover, (K’) = K’ + C-K’) = KGK, = fl K,,E~K,K,+(-K)cK,,K” by 
Proposition 14. Hence induction with respect to dim V - dim K’ gives 
K’ c n KE,K= n KttEG KfcKttK” c fl K”E~~,,KI+(-KocKf~K” = (K, i.e., 
dim K’ = dimn KE ,K. Together with n K E ,K E C5 this proves K’ = 
n KEIK. Finally we want to show that G c lJ KE .,iuS,l,(K) = 
U KEgmaxs(K). So assume K’ E 6. 
Since we know already K’ = n K,c K E 6,,K, there exists at least one 
K E e-mm with K’ G K. Unless K’ = K, in which case there is nothing to 
prove, we have K’ c JK and therefore K’ c K” := F,(K’) c a,. We claim 
K’ = K” E SC,,(K). Otherwise K’ c K” E G implies again K’ c aK” and 
therefore F&K’) c cYK” in contradiction to F&K’) = F,(K’) = K” in 
view of B(K) = fjC,,(K) (cf. Proposition 6(G)). 
PROPOSITION 18. Given a real vector space V of dimension n, there is a 
l-l-correspondence between proper c3-stratifications G of V and finite 
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subsets (K,, . . . , K,] c c3(V> such that 
(a) dim K; = n for all i = 1, . . . , r, 
(b) I’= U;=iKi, and 
(c) Ki n Kj E $J,,,(K,) n fjcl,(Kj) for all i, j = 1,. . . , r; given by 
associating to a proper c3-stratification G the subset ‘EJ,.,,~~ := (K E G,I 
dim K = n) and, vice versa, to a finite subset (K,, . . . , K,) c c3(V) of 
cones, satisfying conditions (a), (b), and Cc), the stratification GtK,,.,,, 
KJ := (f-l iclKi10 # I G (1,. . . , rj} which coincides with U I= 1 
gc,,(Ki). In particular, fJ,,,(Ki) isfinite for all i = 1,. . . , r, if (K,, . . . , K,} 
satisfies (a), (b), and (c). 
Proof. We know already that Proposition 17 that G,,,, satisfies (a), (bl, 
and Cc) as well as (fl KGIKI0 # z l G,,,,) = u K~Gmax&l)(K>. Vice 
versa, assume that (K,, . . . , K,} satisfies (a), (b), and (c) and consider 
E := G WI.. , K,) := {n iE,Ki10 # i c (1,. . . , r)). Then 6 is a c3-stratifi- 
cation of I/: obviously, 6 satisfies conditions (9, (ii), (iii), and (v). More- 
over, (c) easily implies that 
for all I c (1, . . . , r} with Z # 0 and therefore K c JK’ if K, K’ E 6 and 
K c K’ in view of the fact that this holds for all K, K’ E fj,,,(KJ for some 
i E Z with K c K’. To show that, vice versa, aK’ c U K E B, K c K, K for all 
K’ E 6 we define for every v E V, the cone K(v) := n L;E K,Ki. 
Theno LJ E K’ E G implies K(v) c K’ and K(v) = K’ if and only if 
v E K, since for any v E aK’ every neighbourhood of V intersects some 
Ki E (K,, . . . , K,) with K’ g K,; so there exists some such K, which 
intersects every such neighbourhood and therefore contains v. Hence, 
aK’E n K(v) c n K. 
” EaK’ KEG. KcK’ 
Q.E.D. 
It follows that ?jC,,(Ki) is finite and coincides with fJ(Ki). It remains to 
show that G is proper, i.e., that g(K) G G for all K E 6. But K = 
Uie,Ki forsome Zrll,..., rl with Z # 0 already implies K E gC,,(Ki) 
for any i E Z and therefore B(K) G @Ki) = t4;JK,). Hence it is enough 
to show that gC,,(Ki) E G for all i E I. But K E SC,,(Ki) implies K = 
lJ K, E @, K, c KK’ by Proposition 12, while K’ E G and K’ c K imply 
K’ c 6’K in view of K’, K E gC,,(Ki) by condition (c). Hence there must 
exist some K’ E 6 with K’ = K. Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 19. If G is a c3-stratification of V, then for any K E G 
with dim K = n - 1 there are precisely two K,, K, E G with K C K, and 
K c K,, one in each connected component of V \ ( K ). Similarly, for any 
K, K’ E 6 with K c K’ and dim K = dim K’ - 2 there are precisely two 
K,, K, E 6 with K c K, c K’ and K c K, c K’. 
Proof. By replacing 6 by GK we may assume without loss of general- 
ity that K = K, is a subspace of V. Hence, if K = K, is a hyperplane, 
then the convex cone generated by K and any subset of V is either V 
itself or one of the two halfspaces H, and H,, defined by K. Since, in 
addition V @ EJ,, in view of Proposition 18, we must have 6 = (K, H,, Hz) 
in this case. So there exist precisely two cones in (5, properly containing K 
as claimed. Similarly, if K = KG c K’ and dim K’ = dim K + 2 we may 
work modulo K, in which case K’ becomes a two-dimensional cone with 
8K’ = 0. Hence either g(,,(K’) = (b’K’}, in which case K’ is a halfplane 
in (K’) and aK’ is its borderline which must split into 2 one-dimensional 
cones, in view of 8K’ = lJ K,,cK, K,,E .K” and dK’ P 65, since K = (01 is 
the only subspace in 6, S,,,(K”) = {IO}, K,, K,) G (5 for precisely two 
extremals K, and K, in 65 which then are necessarily the only cones in e 
between (0) and I(‘. 
III 
We are now going to develop a cohomology theory for c3-stratifications 
which will allow us to solve the problem of determining which c3-stratifi- 
cations 6 are of the form G = Q%+, for some p.1. phc cp and which cp are 
extremals in the cone of p.1. phc functions. 
DEFINITION 14. Let 6 be a c3-stratification of V and suppose 0 I 
i<n=dim‘V: 
C’(G) := {c: (K, o)(K E E5, dim K = n - i, 0 an orientation of kl + ril 
c(K, a) E R and c(K, 5) = -c(K, o> for all (K, o)), 
where by 5 we denote the orientation of B different 
from 0. 
For i < 0 or i > n we define C’(G) := (0). C’(6) is called the ith cochain 
group of G. It is a real vector space. Its elements are called i-cochains. 
Remark. (i) Co(S) = (01. 
(ii) For the basic facts about orientations of vector spaces which are 
used in the sequel, see, e.g., [W. Greub, “Linear Algebra,” 4th ed., Chap. 
IV, Sect. 81. 
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DEFINITION 15. Let ‘G be as above, 1 I i I n - 1. The coboundury 
operator 6 = &: C’(G) -+ C’+‘(G) is defined as follows: 
If K E G,, dim K = n - i - 1, o is an orientation of k, and c E C’(G), 
then 
(Sc)(K,o) = c c(K’,o’), 
K’EG, K’2K 
dim K’=n -i 
where o’ = o’(K’, K, o) is defined as follows: Choose cp c K'@n I?," i.e., 
some cp E K’+ such that K = K’ n keg. A basis rp,, . . . , cpi of K’ is 
positive with respect to o’ if and only if the basis rp, cp,, . . . , qi is positive 
with respect to o. For i 5 0 or i 2 n we define Si to be the zero-map. 
Remark. (i) Note that o’ does not depend on the particular choice of 
1. To see this, note that k’ is a hyperplane in k. If cp’ is another element 
of K’+ with K = K’ n keep’, then for all x E K’ \ K, 0 < q’(x), and 
0 < q(x). Hence” the whole segment (tcp + (1 - t)cp’lO I t I 11 is con- 
tained in K'@n K and so cp and cp’ are contained in the same halfspace of 
K with respect to k’. 
(ii) 6 is obviously linear. 
To justify the term “coboundary operator,” we prove: 
THEOREM 6. Let G and 6 be as above. Then 13’ = 6, + 16i = 0 for all i. 
Proof. We can assume that 1 I i I n - 2. Suppose that K E EJ,, 
dim K = n - i - 2, o an orientation of Z?. We have for c E C’(G): 
(6=c)(K,o) = c (Sc)(K', 0') 
K’EG, K’aK 
dim K’=n-i- 1 
= 
c c(K", 0"). 
KcK’cK” 
K’, K”EG,dim K’=n-i-l, 
dim K”=n-i 
But in view of Proposition 19 there are precisely two K; and K; between 
K and K" and they induce opposite orientations: 
0); = o'(K",K;,o'(K;,K,o)) = -0'; = o'(K",K;,o'(K;,K,o)). 
Hence the result. 
DEFINITION 16. Let 6 be as above. 
(i) An i-cochain c = C’(6) is called an i-cocycle if SC = 0. 
(ii) The factor space 
H’( cr) := keSJim6i- 1 
is called the i th cohomology group of 6. 
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(iii) A 1-cochain c E C’(G) is defined to be positive (resp. non-nega- 
tive), if for all K E G with dim K = n - 1 and any cp E B\ 10) we have 
CM, 0,) = A * cp with A > 0 (resp. c(K, o,,,) = A . cp with A 2 O), if o, is 
the orientation of R = (cp) for which {cp) is a positive basis. (Notation: 
c > 0 (resp. c 2 OH 
(iv) H:(G) := {c E C’(G)lc 2 0 and 6c = 01 
H;(G) := {c E H:(G)lc > 0). 
We have the following crucial 
THEOREM 7. Let G be as above. There exists cp E 9 such that 6 = GV 
if and only if B is proper and HA( G,) # 0. In this case, Q is extremal in 33 
if and only if dim H’(G) = 1 
proof. Obviously, 6 must be proper if G = GV for some p.l. phc 
p E J. For i = 0,. . . , n - 1 let C’(V, 6,) denote the free abelian group, 
generated by all pairs (K, o) where, dual to the situation above, K is a 
cone of dim i in G and o is, as above, an orientation of x, modulo the 
subgroup generated by all sums (K, o) + (K, 5). Let C’YV, 6) denote the 
free abelian subgroup generated by all K E G of dimension n. For 
i I n - 2 define a’: C’(V, G,> --f C’+‘(V, 6,) by 
a'(K,o) = c (K',o') 
KcK’cG 
dim K’=i+ 1 
o’=o’(K’, K, 01 
(note that this is well defined!) and for i = n - 1 define a”-‘(K, o) = 
K, - K,, where K, and K, are the two unique cones K,, K, E G,, with 
K E K,, K, while o is positive on KF and negative on KF (note that this 
is also well-defined) and define a”: P(V, 6) --$ {O} to be the zero map. It 
is well known that ai’%” = 0 for all i = 0,. . . , it - 1 and that the resulting 
homology groups are zero except at dimension n where it is Z; i.e., we 
have an exact sequence 
an-2 
c-2( v, G) -+ c-y v, G) alS’C”( v, G) -Z-+0. 
Note that any c E C’(G) defines a (well-defined!) homomorphism, also 
denoted by c, from CnP1(V, G> into 9, defined by 
c(2m(K,o). (K, O)) := xmcK,o,c((K, 0))~ 
where (K, o> runs over all generators of C”-l(V, G) and that c is in 
H’(G) if and only if c 0 Ye2 is the zero map, in which case c can be 
extended (in as many ways as there are elements in p> to a map c*: 
C”(V,G) + I? For any such extension of c* define a piecewise linear map 
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p = p,*:V+ 174 by 
p(x) := c*(K)(x) if x E K E G’n := {K E Gldim K = n}. 
p(x) is well defined, since x E K := K, n K, for some K,, K, E 6’, 
implies (K, + (--K)) - (K2 + c--K)) E dn-'(C"-'(V, G,,)>; so there 
exists L,, . . . , L, E 6,-i := {L E %ldim L 7 n - 1) with K E n~=1Li 
and orientations oi, . . . , o, of L,, . . . , L,, respectively, such that 
X-'(C~=,(Li, oi)) = K, - K, and therefore c*(K,) - c*(K2) = 
Cf=,c(L,, q). But x E K c Lj implies c(Li, o&c) = 0 for all i = 1,. . . , s 
and therefore c*(K,Xx) = c*(K,Xx). 
Now we claim that pc+ is convex if and only if c is non-negative and 
GP = (2 if and only if c is positive. To this end we have to $0~ that 
c*(~Xx) 2 c*(K’Xx) for any two K, K' E G,, and every x E K, if c is 
non-negative, so that p = sup(c*(K)IK E G,,), and that c*(l$Xx) > 
c*(K’Xx) for any two K, K’ E Q, with K # K’ and every x E K, if c is 
positive. To this end we may assume right away that K # K’ and we may 
choose some x’ E K’ such that Xx’ has a non-empty intersection with a 
cone L E G only if dim L 2 IZ - 1 and that #6’ fl L) 5 1 for all 
L E Gn-,. In this case we can order the two sets (L E CZn-$?’ f~ L # 0) 
= {L,, . . . , L,} and (K” E 6,lE’ r~ K” # 0) = (K, = K, K,,.. ., K, = 
K’} in such a way that Li L dK,-, n dKi for all i = 1,. . . , s and we can 
orient ii for all i = 1,. . . , s by some orientation oi in such a way that 
a”-‘(Li, q) = K,pl - Ki, in which case CCL,, o,Xx> 2 0 for a non- 
negative cycle c and c(Li, oiXx) > 0 for a positive one. Since c*(Ko) - 
c*(K,) = CszIc(Li, oil, the result follows. 
Now assume that there is another cocycle c’ E H’(EJ) which is linearly 
independent of c. Then there is some E > 0 such that c f E * c’ is in 
Hi(G). The above construction for the positive cocyles i(c + E . c’) and 
i(c - E . c’) yields functions pi, q2 E J with cp = ‘pl + (pz such that this 
decomposition is nontrivial. It follows that cp is not extremal in 9. 
Conversely, it is easy to see that in case dim H’(63,) = 1 cp is extrema! in 
G+(q) and hence in Y. This is a corollary of the fact that G+(cp)/V = 
H:(E5J, where the isomorphism from the right to the left is provided by a 
construction completely analogous to the construction of cp above and the 
isomorphism from left to right is given a: follows: For q E G+(q), 
* = sup(*r,. . .) *,.I, TIK, = qilKi, vi E V, define cv E Hi(6,) by 
c,(L, o) = Uj - 9,. if dim L = n - 1, L c Ki n Kj, o the orientation 
such that a basis {q} of i is positive if and only if WKj) c R,. The 
mapping q c, C~ is a linear epimorphism with kernel l? The theorem is 
proved. 
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The proof of the theorem yields the following isomorphisms involving 
the vector space G(cp) and the cone G+(cp) E c3(G(cp>) for cp E 8: 
PROPOSITION 20. For all cp E @ we have 
G((p)/f = H’( S,). 
The isomorphism, which was essentially constructed in the proof of the 
preceding theorem, maps the cone 
G+W E c3W4) 
onto 
Let us now return to our original problem, namely, the question whether 
there exists a stochastic matrix S which transforms n given vectors 
xo) ,-**, x(“) of IV” onto n given other vectors y(l), . . . , yCn) E R”. We 
begin with the case n = 1 which could have been treated immediately 
after Lemma 1. 
PROPOSITION 21. Let x, y E W”. There exists a stochastic matrix S such 
that Sx = y if and only if 
(i) f Xj = E yi and 
j=l j=l 
(ii) C Xj 2 C Yj. 
j: x,>O j: y,>O 
Proof We have to show that (i) and (ii) are equivalent to the condition 
in Lemma l(c) for n = 1. First assume that (i) and (ii> are satisfied. From 
(i) it follows that 
If cp is a supremum of finitely many linear functions, then there exists 
a 2 b such that 
dt> = “b : j’ ( ? 
tro 
t CO’ 
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Hence 
g cp(Xj) = a . C Xj+b* C Xj=(U-b)* C Xj+b* FXj 
j=l j: xj>O j: xjCO j:x,>O j=l 
>(a-b)* C Yj+bo CYj= EF(Yj)- 
j: yj>O j=l j=l 
Conversely, if we evaluate the inequality in Lemma l(c) for the functions 
+ identity and sup(0, id), we obtain conditions (i) and (ii). Q.E.D. 
Now let us consider the case n = dim V = 2. In Example 3(iii) we 
determined all c3-stratifications of IL!* = I/. From this characterization we 
conclude that a c3-stratification 6 of V is proper if and only if it is of one 
of the following two types: 
(a) G = {ket),(xl$(x) 2 O], {x11/&> 5 O]] for some I) E l? 
(b) K, = (O} and the one-dimensional cones in 6 are rays 
[ql,..., [v,], where k 2 3 and no closed halfspace contains all of the ui. 
We renumber the vi such that G,,,,,, = {[vi, vi+r]l 1 I i < k} u {[u,, ~~1). 
If Q is of the type (a), G # {V}, then K := K, = ke $ is the only 
(n - l&dimensional cone in G and Z? = (I)). Hence it is obvious that 
Hi(G) # 0 and dim H’(G) = 1 and our theorem yields that 6 = G+, for 
some 50 which is exLrema1 in (8, namely rp = sup(+,, I)*) for any two 
functionals I)~, ti2 E V such that K = ke(til - +b2). 
If G is of type (b), we choose elements 4,. E [&I, 1 I i I k, such that 
I)~(v~+,> > 0, 1 I i < k, $k(vl) > 0. Denote the oi the orientation of [Gil 
in which the basis {I&} is positive. The elements of C’(G) are given by the 
vectors(A,,..., A,) E Rk via the relation 
c([ vi], Oi) = Ai$i, 
c is a cycle if and only if Cf= ,hi~i = 0. It is positive if and only if all the hi 
are positive. Since f is spanned by @r and r,k2, we have dim H’(G) = k - 2 
and from the fact that the $i are not contained in a closed halfspace of p 
we infer that there always exists a positive cycle in H’(G). Hence 
Q = G,+, for some 9 E (8 in any case, but cp is extremal in & if and only if 
k = 3. Summarizing, we have proved: 
THEOREM 8. Let dim V = n = 2. Then for any proper c3-stratification 
G of V, there is some q E @ such that Q = Gq. rp is extremal in 8 if and 
only if k(q) I 3. 
COROLLARY. For two pairs of vectors x(l), xc*), y(l), y(*) from If%” there 
exists a stochastic matrix S such that S.@ = y(‘), i = 1,2, if and only if for 
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all *,, **, *3 E fi’ the inequality CyzI sup(+i, $*, q&(i), x12’> 2
CEl sup($,, I)*, I)&!‘) y!*‘) holds. J ’ J 
To apply this corollary, we would have to check an infinity of inequali- 
ties all of which are indispensable unless we t?x the vectors 
x(l), xc*), y(i), y(*). If these vectors are known we can indeed do much 
better. 
PROPOSITION 22. Suppose x(l), xc*), y(l), y(*) are vectors from I%“. Define 
uj := (XI’), xy)), wj := ( yj’), yi(2)), 1 < j 5 m, 
M, := {ujlj = 1,. . . , m}, MY := {wjlj = 1,. . . , m}, 
M := M, u MY. 
Then the following two conditions are equivalent : 
(i) For all I,/&, I)*, I)~ E k2 we have 
j=l 
(ii) (a> E uj = t wj and 
j=l j=l 
C/3) for any c3-stratification G of type (a) such that K, = (v) for 
some v E M and all phc p.1. cp with GP = 6 we have 
Cj”,,qo(uj) 2 Cello, and 
(y) for any c3-stratification 6 of type (b) with k = 3 such that its 
one-dimensional cones can be written as [vi1 with vi E M, 
1 I i I 3, and all 40 with GP = G,, we have Ci”,,cp(uj) L 
Cycle* 
Proof. Since the implication that (i) * (ii) is trivial, we concentrate on 
the other direction. From (a> we have that 
for all * E ri. 
Next suppose that sup($,, IJ12, ~4~) = sup(t),, 14~) Z $1, i.e., & is superflu- 
ous. W.1.o.g. $2 = 0. sup(t),,O) induces the c3-stratification 6 = Ike+,, 
(& 2 O), I+1 I O}} of type (a) and we have to prove that 
j:el,,o+l(uj) 2 C JllCwj). 
1 I- i: #l(Wj)ZO 
If there is some v E M \ (0) with I,!J~(IJ) = 0, then we are done by (p). If 
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not then, geometrically speaking, by rotating the line k& in differ- 
ent directions until it first meets a nonzero vector of M we find two lines 
ke& and ke& such that the corresponding c3-stratifications ~3, = Ike&, 
11)~ 2 0}, {J+%~ -< 0)) satisfy the hypotheses of (p> with 9 = sup(0, $$, j = 
2,3. It is easy to see that we can choose & and qQ3 such that I)~ = I,$ + I&~, 
in which case e&u) * I,!J~(u) 2 0 and $1(u) . $3(u) 2 0 for all u E M. From 
@> we infer Cj:~i(,j,~,~;(Uj) 2 Cj:+,(wj,>oJli(Wj> for i = 2,3 and hence 
C @l('j) = C (IcI2C'j) + +3('j)) 
j:$Ju,)ZO j: $,(u,)> 0 
= C @*Cwj> + C +3C"j> 
j: +2h,)z0 j: J13(uj)t 0 
2 C +*Cwj> + C +3Cwj) 
j: t,h2(w,)z0 j: Jl,(wj)ZO 
= C +l(wj)a 
i: *,(w,)rO 
Now suppose that k(sup(+,, &, JIJ) = 3. We need the following 
LEMMA. Let u,, u2 E R2 \ (01, [u,] z &[u,l. Consider the inequality 
iY PC"j> 2 jg,V(wj)* (*I 
j=l 
Assume that it holds for all phc p.1. cp with k(q) = 2 and for all rp with 
k(4p) = 3, where two of the three one-dimensional cones of the stratification 
are [v,], [ v2] and the third one is in 44. Then (*) hola5 for all rp with 
k(cp) = 3, where [u,],[u~] are two cones of Gq. 
Proof. Suppose cp is given such that k(cp) = 3, the one-dimensional 
elements of C5,+, being [u,], [u,], and [u], where Au I M for A > 0. ye 
can assume that qlIru,,UZ1 = 0 and that q~l~~,,~~ = I,$I~~,,~,, where Gi E R,, 
i = 1,2. We rotate [ ~1 in both directions till it first meets a nonzero 
element of M U { -ul, -u2}. Denote by U’ and U” the two elements 
of MU t-u,, -u2) which are met and assume U’ E [ul, ~1, un E [u2, ~1. 
First assume that both, U’ and U” are in M. Then there exist A’, A”, both 
strictly positive, such that A’ < 1 < A” and cp’ := sup(0, A’G1, &) and 
9” := sup(0, A”+,,, $2) are functions with ([u,], [v,], [u’]) _C G+,, and 
{[u,l, [u2I, [u”l) c G’a-. Let Ai := Cj:UjEIUi,U~ICli(Uj) and Bi := 
Cj: wjErUi,U,+i(wj), i = 1,2. The set L of all (A, pL), A r 0, p 2 0, such that 
AA, + p A, 2 AB, + pB2 is a C.C. cone in R2. By the hypothesis of the 
lemma and the construction of 9’ and q”, it contains (A’, 1) and (A”, 1) and 
hence (1, 11, which shows that (*I is true for cp. In the case that at least 
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one of U’ and U” is not in M, i.e., U’ = -u2 or U” = - ui, the argument is 
similar. If, e.g., U’ = -uz, then no phc p.1. cp’ with k(cp) = 3 and 
{[vi], [v,], [v’l} G 6,, exists. We then set p’ = sup(0, I&). The validity of 
(*) for cp’ implies that (0,l) E L. Similarly, the case U” = -u1 yields 
(1,O) E L. Hence in each combination of the cases we can infer that (1,l) 
is contained in L which was to be shown. The lemma is proved. 0 
The remaining case of the proposition now follows easily by iterated 
application of the lemma. The details are left to the reader. 0 
Remark. The preceding proposition shows that the solution of our 
problem can be found by checking finitely many inequalities. In fact, in (p) 
and (y) we have to check only finitely many c3-stratifications G. In 
addition, if (a) is true, then for each such 6 we need to test the 
corresponding inequality for only one cp with GV = 6, since all other q’ 
with 6, = G are of the form cp’ = a . cp + + with a > 0, 9 E k’ (this 
fact was used several times in the proof of the proposition without 
mention). The number of inequalities which must be tested for (/?) is 
obviously I IMI I 2m, for (y) it is I (1:‘)s (2;). 
If n = dim V 2 3, the situation changes drastically. There are functions 
cp E @ which are extremal in (8 while k(q) is arbitrarily large. In a 
certain sense it is the generic case for a function to be extremal in (55): 
Assume n = dim V’ 2 3. Define a metric on @ by 
where S := {x E V lllxll = 1) for some fixed, but arbitrary norm on V. 
Obviously, d is a metric on 65. Further, put a, := {p E @ Ik(cp) = k), 
k = 1,2,..., and %k := (cp E @‘kJ’p = sup($,, . . . , I/J~) where any 4-ele- 
ment subset of {$i, . . . , ekj is affinely independent}, k = 1,2,. . . . Then 
the following theorem holds: 
THEOREM 9. For any k, the set %k has the following properties: 
(i) YIk ti open in @.k 
(ii) %?lk is dense in (3 k 
(iii) Any ‘p E 21k is extremal in 65. 
Proof. 9) and (ii) follow easily from the properties of affine indepen- 
dence in I/. To prove (iii), consider some cp = sup($,, . . . , $k) E ?lk. It 
suffices to show that dim H’( GJ I 1. Recall from the proof of Theorem 
7 that c E C’(G,,) is in H’(G,,) if and only if coa”-* = 0. If 
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CnF2(V, G’,) = IO) then k(cp) I 2 and there is nothing to prove. Other- 
wise, choose some K E G’cp,n-2 := {K’ E 6,ldim K’ = n - 2). 
Put K, := {x E VI&x) = I&(X)}, 1 I i I k, and assume that 
K c {ilK c KJ = (1,2,. . . , t}. It is clear that t 2 3. On the other hand, 
K c n f,,ke(JI, - @. 
If t 2 4, then the affine independence of $i, I)~, I)~, $d implies that 
$1 - *2, $1 - *39 and $i - *h are linearly independent and hence 
dim n fz2ke(qbl - I)~> = rz - 3, a contradiction. Hence we have t = 3 
which shows that K is contained in exactly three (n - l)-dimensional 
cones from 6,. From this it follows easily that dim H’((G,,),) = 1. 
Now, if K’ E G’rp,n-2, K’ # K, then there exists a sequence K = 
K,, Lo, K,, L,, . . . , K,-,, 
such that Kj~Lj and 
L,-l, K, = K’ with Ki E EJ~,~-~, Lj E Grp,.n-l 
Kj+,zLj, Osisr, Oljlr-1. Since 
dim H’((G,),i) = 1 for all i, 0 I i I r, any c’ E H’((G,,),) can be 
extended in at most one way to some c E C’(G) satisfying c oane2 = 0, 
i.e., to some c E H’(G). It follows that dim H’(G) I 1 and the theorem 
is proved. 
In the remaining part of the paper we will sketch how to construct the 
announced centersymmetric version of the cohomology theory which is the 
proper setting for understanding the HLP-theorem and its generalizations 
mentioned in the Introduction. 
DEFINITION 17. Let G be a centersymmetric (c.s.) c3-stratification. 
Then for 0 I i I IZ = dim I/ we define 
(9 C”(G) := {c E C’(G)lc(-K, 0) = -c(K, 01 for all K and 01. 
C’(G) is called the ith C.S. cochain group of G. Its elements are called C.S. 
i-cochains. Moreover, the C.S. coboundary operator 
(ii) ii: C’(G) + Cifl(G,) is defined to be the restriction SilCi(G,). 
Of course, s’ is well defined and satisfies g2 = 0. Next we define the C.S. 
cohomology groups; 
(iii) G’(G) := ke8i/im8i-, and the C.S. i-cocycles, i.e., the elements 
c E &G,> satisfying 
(iv) &c = 0. 
An element c E C;‘(G) is defined to be positive (resp. non-negative) if c is 
positive (resp. non-negative) as an element of C’(G); we have 
fib := H:(G) n c?(6) 
and 
Z-l:(G) := Hi n t?(G). 
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The central result is the following 
THEOREM 10. Let G be as above. There exists a seminorm cp E @ such 
that G = 6, if and only if G is proper and I-?;(G) # 0. In this case, cp is 
extremal in @ if and only if dim 2 ‘(6) = 1. 
We omit the proof which is completely analogous to the proof of 
Theorem 7. 
PROPOSITION 23. For all rp E 6 we have &cp) = L?‘(G,). The isomor- 
phism maps the cone G+(cp> E c3(&(p)) onto fi:(S,) E c3(Z-?‘(s,)). 
Also this proof can be omitted. 
The case n = dim V = 2 can be discussed analogously to the non-c.s. 
case. The result is summarized in the following 
THEOREM 11. Let n = dim V s 2. Then for any proper C.S. c3-stratifi- 
cation G of V, there is some cp E @ such that 6 = Gq. CP is extremal in (3 
if arudAonly if k(cp) = 2, i.e., if and only if cp = sup($, - $) = I IJ I for some 
l/l E v. 
As a corollary we have 
COROLLARY. For two pairs of probability-vectors x(l), x@), y”‘, y(*) from 
W” there exists a stochastic matrix S such that Sx@) = y”‘, i = 1,2, if and 
only if for all I) E k’ the inequality Cjm_ 1 I t,Nxj”, xj*‘)I 2 Cim_ 1 I $( yj”, yy’)I 
holds. 
Of course, inste!d of checking this inequality for all functions 141 = 
sup($, - $), I/J ,E V, it is equivalent to check them for the functions 
sup(0, $1, JI E v. 
The corollary is just a reformulation of the following 
THEOREM 12. (Ruth, Schranner, and Seligman [RSS]). For two pairs 
x(‘), x(*), ym y’*’ of probability vectors there exists a stochastic matrix S 
such that S& = yCi), i = 1,2, if and only if one of the following two 
equivalent conditions holds: 
(i) Il~yx(~) - px(*)(lr := E Ia+) - pxj*)I 2 E layjl) - pyj*)l = 
j=l - j=l 
Ilay - py(*)lI1 for all (Y, /? E R,. 
(ii) 5 (CXYX~‘) - pxy))+:= E sup(0, axi(l) - @x(2)) 2 
j=l 
m m j=l 
c sup(0, (Y yi”’ - @yj*‘) = C Cayi - Byi(* for all a, p E R,. 
j=l j=l 
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Of course, in (i) and (ii), one of the parameters (Y and j3 can be 
eliminated. It suffices to test the inequalities for, e.g., (Y = 1. 
Now consider the case that xC2) = yf2) = (l/m,. . . , l/m) =: pO. The 
stochastic matrices S which fix p,, are exactly the doubly stochastic 
matrices. Hence, an application of Theorem 12(G), with (Y = 1, yields the 
following classical result: 
THEOREM 13. (Hardy-Littlewood-Polya [HLP]). Zf x and y are m- 
dimensional probability vectors, then there exists a doubly stochastic matrix S 
with Sx = y if and only if the following inequalities hold for the nonincreas- 
ing rearrangements 
x * := (-G.-,x:) and y* := (yT,...,yz) 
of x and y , respectively : For 1 I k I m - 1, 
ix: 2 iy:. 
i=l i=l 
In the case that n = dim V 2 3, the situation is analogous to the 
non-c.s. case: Since CV 2 6, 6 inherits the metric and hence the topology 
from CV, We define &2k := {cp E @k(q)= 2k}, k = 1,2 ,..., 
@2 := {IeM E p\ IO}). 
It is clear that all functions from 6, are extremal in & whereas @d 
contains no extremals at all (by the analysis of the case that n = dim V = 
2). For k =,3 we define a, := {cp E a619 = sup(l~,l, lt,b21, l&l) with 
$,,, J12, $s E I/ such that I+%,, 112, & are linearly independent). 
For k > 3: I%,, := {cp E 62klq = sup(It/~l,..., l+,l)with &,...,& E 
9 such that any 4-element set {~i$~, EZ*i , .s3Jli , Eq~i 1, 1 I i, < i, < i, < 
i, I k, ai E {l, - 11, j = 1,2,3,4, ;s affi~ely iidepeident). Then the fol- 
lowing theorem holds the proof of which again is left to the reader: 
THEOREM 14. For all k 2 3, the set %2k has the following properties: 
6) a,, is open in 62k 
(ii) $.i2k . - isdensem @2k 
(iii) Any cp E a,, is fxtremal in (8. 
In 1952, S. Sherman defined a partial order among doubly stochastic 
(d.s.) matrices as follows [Shl]: 
Y s X if and only if there exists a d.s. matrix S such that Y = 5X. 
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By Theorem 13, if Y s X then 
Ya S Xa for all a E R”, w 
where the relation “d ” in condition (K) is the dominance relation 
mentioned in the Introduction and in Theorem 13. 
In his paper, Sherman investigates the following conjecture of Kakutani: 
If for d.s. (m X m)-matrices X and Y, condition (K) holds, then Y & X. 
Kakutani’s conjecture was shown to be false by A. Horn (see [Sh2]) who 
showed that the matrices 
I 
l/4 0 3/f3 3/a 
y:= :;i 1y/2 1/:“2 ;‘;l2 
l/4 l/2 3/32 5/32 
and 
form a counterexample. 
Sherman notes the validity of the conjecture for m I 3 and Schreiber 
proves the conjecture in case X is nonsingular [Sch]. We want to see how 
our theory can help to understand the failing of Kakutani’s conjecture and 
to motivate the construction of counterexamples a la Horn. 
Writing X = (id’), . . . , x@)), Y = (y(l), . . . , y’“)), dm+ ‘) = ycm+ ‘)
= pa = “equidistribution” we see that Y & X if and only if there exists a 
stochastic matrix S such that Sx@) = y(‘), 1 I i I m + 1, which in turn, by 
Lemma 1, is equivalent to the inequality 
E l+p )...) xjm+l)) 2 jfl+(y:" )..., yj(m+l)) 
j=l 
for all $ in @ (IP+l). (*) 
On the other hand, in view of Theorem 13 and the corollary to Theorem 
11, condition (K) is equivalent to the inequality 
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for all a E R” and I) E lk’ which means that 
for all I) E lk+l. 
Now, for m 2 2 there exist many extremals in 6(Wm’1) which are not 
of the form I$1 with I) E k”+l (cf. Theorem 14). Hence, it is not 
surprising that, in general, condition (K) does not imply ( * >. 
To be more precise we will construct probability vectors x(l), xc2), 
y(‘), yc2) from R4 satisfying 
x!” + ,p 5 :, J J xy 2 0, l<jS4 
y!" + y!2' 5 ;, J J yj”’ 2 0, 11i12 
(K’) a,x(‘) + a2d2) b UIY”’ + a2yC2) for all real a,, a2 
such that no stochastic matrix S exists satisfying S#) = yci), i = 1,2, 
SP, = PO- 
The conditions on the .@) and yci) imply that there exist xc3) = 3p, - 
,x(l) - xc2) and yc3) = 3p, - y(‘) - yc2) such that X = (x(l), xc2), xc3), po) 
and y = (y”’ yt2’ yc3’, po) are d s . . 
Condition (K) for X, Y and a = (a,, a2, a;, a4jT now becomes 
(a, -a3)x (l) + ( a2 - a,)x@’ + ( a4 + 3a,)p, 
b (al - a3)x (l) + ( a2 - a3)x(2) + ( a4 + 3a,)p, 
for all a, which is obviously equivalent to 00. 
We write xi and yj for the points (xj’), x12)) and (y,!‘), yj(2)), respectively. 
Suppose we are given four points xi, 1 I j I 4, with the properties 
xp 2 0, x!‘) + x!2’ 5 $, J J (Xjll Ij I4}, 
in the general position (as points in W2), x4 in the convex hull of x1, x2, x3 
(see Fig. 1). 
Define y1 := y2 := i * (x1 + x3) and choose y3 and y4 as inner points 
of the triangles x2,x3,x4 and x1,x2,x4, respectively, such that y3 + y4 = 
x2 + x4. We claim that the probability vectors x(l), xc2), y(l), yc2) have the 
desired properties. 
The only nontrivial properties to verify are condition (K’) and the 
nonexistence of a stochastic matrix S satisfying Sxci) = y”‘, i = 1,2, and 
SP, = PO. 
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FIGURE 1 
Verification of (K’). Denote by cp the linear functional “(u, U) e 
U,U + U& and by (tl, t2, &, &,) and (rlI, q2, q3, CJ the decreasing rear- 
rangements of (cp(xl), . . . , (p(xJ) and (cp(yl), . . . , cp(yJ), respectively. 
Since Cjxj = ~jyj, we have 
j=l j=l 
Since the yj are in the convex hull of the Xj, (I 2 Tj 2 54 for all j. Hence, 
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Now suppose (r + t2 < ql + ~7~. Since 
and 
51 + 52 2 FJo(Xl) + (P(x3) = cp(Yl) + cp(Y2> 
51 + 52 2 4x2) + 4x4) = dY3) + cpb4>, 
we must have 
and therefore v1 > q2 = cp(yr) = cp(y,) = 773; so from t3 I l2 < 772 the 
contradiction (r + t2 + t3 < n1 + n2 + n3 follows. We infer that 5, + t2 
2 v1 + n2 and condition (K’) is fulfilled. 
Nonexistence of S. Choose vectors (ai, bi) orthogonal to xi - x4 such 
that the following two conditions are fulfilled: 
(3 5 (ai, bi) = (0, O), 
i=l 
(ii) If a,u + b,u + ci = 0 is th e equation of the line joining Xi and x4, 
then 
a,yp + b,y$2’ + Cl > 0, 
a,yp + b2y$2’ + c2 > 0, 
u,y(,‘) + b3y12) + c3 > 0. 
Since x4 is on each of the three lines, it follows that cl + c2 + c3 = 0. 
Now define vi E k’ as follows (1 I i I 3): 
(pI(U,U,W) := 0 
(p2(u,u,w) := u,u + b,u + 4c,w 
(p3(u, u, w) := -u3u - b,u - 4c,w 
= (a1 + u2)u + (6, + b,)u + 4(c, + c2)w, 
J, := s”P(~l~ p2, ‘p3) E @(R3)* 
Then we have with xc3) := yc3) := pa, 
DRESS, RUCH, AND TRIESCH 
FIGURE 2 
but 
i $( Yi”‘, Yj2’, Y,“‘) 2 (P*( Yl’), Yi2’, +> + cpz( YP, Yi2’9 $) 
j=l 
+ cpl( Yp, Yi2’, b) + 4 Yi”, YP’, a> 
= (P2+3 Cl), x$2’, a) + 0 + (p2( y$“, yQ), +> 
> (p2( xp, xp, i). 
Hence, the nonexistence of S follows from Lemma 1. 
This construction yields arbitrarily many counterexamples to Kakutani’s 
conjecture. Figure 2 shows the configuration which arises from taking the 
second and third column of Horn’s counterexample. 
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